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  Increase of intermittent faults [Constantinescu’03]  

  Consequences 

  Intermittent faults recur quickly [Nightingale’11]  



Intermittent VS. Transient Faults 
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Propagation of Intermittent Faults 
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Research Questions 
  Do intermittent faults differ significantly with transients in their 
impact on software programs? 

  If yes, how do the differences vary with the length (i.e., duration 
in cycles) of the fault? 

  How do the differences vary with the micro-architectural unit in 
which the fault originates? 
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High-level Methodology 
  Perform fault injection at µ-architectural level 
  Study effect of the faults at software level 
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Fault Injection 

Failure Observation 
Observed failure: crash, hang, 
silent data corruption (SDC) 
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Outline 
  Motivation and Overview 

  Fault Model 

  Experiment Setup 

  Results 

  Conclusion and Future Work 
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Fault Type 
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  Intermittent: stuck-at-0/1 for specified durations of time 
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Fault Injection Location 
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  Inject faults in a RISC processor from [Patterson’08] 
  Inject only 1 bit of the selected signal 
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Experimental Infrastructure 
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  Fault injection framework: sim-outorder in SimpleScalar 



Failure Detection 
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Benchmark Information 
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  7 benchmark programs from Siemens suite [Hutchins’94] 

  characteristics of the programs 
  Lines of codes: < 1000 lines 

  Dynamic instruction #: 9,000 ~ 240,000 



Experimental Procedure 
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Research Questions Review 
  Do intermittent faults differ significantly with transients in their 
impact on software programs? 

  If yes, how do the differences vary with the length (i.e., duration 
in cycles) of the fault? 

  How do the differences vary with the micro-architectural unit in 
which the fault originates? 
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Impact of Faults on Programs 
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Average crash percentage for different programs, 50 cycles for intermittent 

  Crash percentage: 
  Stuck-at-1 > Transient > Stuck-at-0 



Impact of Faults on Programs (cont.) 
  SDC percentage: 
  Similar to each other 
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Average SDC percentage for different programs, 50 cycles for intermittent 



Effects of Fault Length 
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  Intermittent:  
  Crash percentage increases with the increase of fault length 

Average crash percentage for different lengths (print_tokens2) 



Effects of Intermittent Fault Origin 
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  Crash percentage: 
  Crash percentage different across different units 
  The difference between two fault types are different across 
different units 

Crash percentage for different units(print_tokens2, 50 cycles) 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
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  Conclusion 
  Do intermittent faults differ significantly with transients? 

  Large difference in crash percentage 
  Similar for hang and SDC percentages 

  How do the differences vary with the fault length? 
  Crash percentage increases with the increase of fault length 

  How do the differences vary with the injected µ-architectural unit? 
  The difference is dependent on fault origin location 

  Future Work 
  Consider other models for the two faults 
  Develop intermittent-fault-tolerant software systems 
  Study more complex processors 
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Thank you! 
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Traps 
  Breakdown of bond between atoms (Si-Si) causes a hole 
trap 

  Traps are usually neutral except for  
  Near the anode they quickly become negatively charged 
  Near the cathode they quickly become positively charged 

  Traps allow for creation of conduction path 
  Breakdown is defined as the time when there is a 
conduction path from the anode to the cathode through 
the gate oxide 
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  Thinner wires, high current density and temperature. 
  The movement of ions leads to transport of material in a 
conductor 

Electro-migration 

* 

* University of Kiel 

  Consequences: 
  Voids → stuck open 
  Hillocks → stuck short 
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  Crosstalk increases with interconnect scaling and higher 
clock frequencies 

  Consequences: 
  Signal speedup: same direction 
  Signal delay: opposite direction 

Crosstalk 
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Impact of Faults on Programs 
  Hang percentage: 
  Similar to each other 
  Most are no larger than 1% 
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Average hang percentage for different programs, 50 cycles for intermittent 



Effects of Fault Length 
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  SDC percentage:  
  Intermittent: increases, saturates (and decreases) 

Average SDC percentage for different lengths (print_tokens2) 



Effects of Intermittent Fault Origin 
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  Crash percentage: 
  Crash percentage different across different units 
  The difference between two fault types are different across 
different units 

Crash percentage for different units(print_token2, 50 cycles) 



Effects of Intermittent Fault Origin (cont.) 
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  SDC percentage: 
  Opcode: Intermittent < Transient 
  Else: Intermittent > Transient 

SDC percentage for different units(print_tokens2, 50 cycles) 



Simulator Configuration Parameter 
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Parameter Value 

Fetch/decode/execute/commit rate 1 per cycle 

Branch prediction type Perfect prediction 

Register update unit (RUU) size 16 

Load/store queue (LSQ) size 8 

Register File  32 integer registers 
 32 float point registers 



Benchmark Information 
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  Benchmark programs from Siemens suite 

  Characteristics of the programs 

Benchmark Instruction # Load instruction # Store instruction # Branch instruction # 

print_tokens 27,273 4,630 6,985 5,047 

print_tokens2 25,093 3,542 6,490 4,883 

replace 12,590 1,666 3,981 2,257 

schedule 162,497 36,570 22,586 35,108 

schedule2 239,993 47,173 35,138 51,284 

tcas 8,778 759 3,499 1,479 

tot_info 26,543 4,418 6,318 5,179 
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